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ABSTRACT: All-polymer solar cells (all-PSCs) composed of conjugated polymers as 

both donor and acceptor components in bulk heterojunction photoactive layers have 

attracted increasing attention. However, it is a big challenge to achieve optimal 

morphology in polymer:polymer blends. In response, we report herein a new strategy to 

adjust the nanoscale organization for all-PSCs. Specifically, side chain engineering of 

the well-known naphthalene diimide (NDI) based polymer N2200 is modulated by 

introducing a fraction of linear oligoethylene oxide (OE) side chains to replace branched 

alkyl chains on the NDI units and by synthesizing a series of NDI-based polymer 

acceptors NOEx, where x is the percentage of OE chain substituted NDI units relative to 

total NDI units. Compared to the reference polymer NOE0, an OE chain-containing 

polymer NOE10 offers a much higher power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 8.1% with a 
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record high fill factor (FF) of 0.75 in all-PSCs. Moreover, the NOE10-based all-PSCs 

exhibits excellent long-term and thermal stabilities with >97% of the initial PCE being 

maintained after 300 hours aging at 65 °C. This work demonstrates an effective 

morphology optimization strategy to achieve highly efficient and stable all-PSCs and 

shows the excellent potential of NOE10 as an alternative to commercially available 

acceptor polymers N2200. 

� INTRODUCTION

All-polymer solar cells (all-PSCs) composed of a polymeric electron donor and a 

polymeric electron acceptor have attracted increasing attention. Compared to the 

extensively studied polymer:fullerene counterparts, all-PSCs may provide critical 

advantages, including strong light absorption across a wide spectral region, excellent 

morphological stability and mechanical durability.1-3 Moreover, all-PSCs provide unique 

opportunities to optimize efficiency via tuning and matching optical absorption, energy 

levels, and the molecular orientation of blend components.2 Particularly, the 

open-circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit current density (Jsc) can be significantly 

increased. These factors have led to the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of all-PSCs 

to rise from 2% to about 8–10% over the past five years.4,5 All-PSCs nonetheless still lag 

behind fullerene-based and the emerging small-molecular non-fullerene PSCs in device 

performance;6 very limited all-PSCs offer PCEs over 8%.5 Principally, the unsatisfied 

device efficiency is due to the difficulty in controlling the bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) 

morphology of polymer:polymer blends, resulting in unfavorable charge generation or 
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transport. Such suboptimal morphology is exemplified by commonly observed low fill 

factor (FF) values. Indeed, the FF of all-PSCs seldom exceed 0.70, seriously limiting the 

PCEs of all-PSCs.5a,5d,5e,5f,5i,7  

A critical effort to realize optimal blend film morphology and high FF for all-PSCs 

revolves around the development of novel photoactive layer materials. Benefitting from 

activities in high-performance fullerene-based PSCs, several polymer donors have been 

developed that offer multiple options of donor materials.5a,5d,5f,8 State-of-the-art 

polymer acceptors are also very much in demand for efficient and stable all-PSCs. A few 

promising polymer acceptors have been reported based on fragments that include 

naphthalene diimide (NDI),8b,9 perylene diimide (PDI),5b,10 bithiophene imide (BTI),11 

double B←N bridged bipyridine (BNBP),12 and 3,4-difluorothiophene ([2F]T),13 which 

offered PCEs over 6%. NDI-based polymers have been most widely investigated due to 

their high electron affinity, electron mobility, and broad optical absorption. The most 

well studied NDI-based polymer is 

poly[[N,N′-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,5

′-(2,2′-bithiophene)] with the commercial name N2200,14 which afforded the PCE 

record of all-PSCs so far.5f Based on these considerations, the further development and 

design of novel polymers based on NDI will not only likely afford promising acceptor 

materials, but also have an important impact on achieving well controlled BHJ 

morphology via rational polymer design. 

Herein, we report a new strategy to adjust the nanoscale morphology of the blend 

film for all-PSCs. A series of new NDI-based polymer acceptors were developed by 
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introducing a fraction of linear oligoethylene oxide (OE) side chain to replace the 

branched alkyl chain on the NDI units. It has been reported that introducing OE side 

chains onto the photoactive materials can adjust polymer crystallization, charge carrier 

mobility, and donor:acceptor miscibility in blends.15 The polymers are denoted as NOEx, 

where x stands for the molar percentage of OE chain substituted NDI units relative to 

the total NDI units. As shown in Figure 1, the molar percentage of the OE chain 

substituted NDI units is set to be 10%, 20%, and 30%, leading to polymers NOE10, 

NOE20, and NOE30, respectively. Notably, the commercial name of the OE chain-free 

reference polymer NOE0 is N2200. We found that the introduction of OE side chains 

has little influence on the optical and electrochemical properties, but can substantially 

change the surface energies and crystallinity in the bulk. Compared to NOE0, NOE10 

offers a much higher PCE of 8.1% with a higher Jsc of 12.9 mA cm−2 and a record high FF 

of 0.75 by using PBDT-TAZ (Figure 1) as the donor component of the blend.16 This FF is 

among the highest values reported so far for all-PSCs, approaching the highest FF of 

0.80 in fullerene-based PSCs,5i,17 and suggesting the great opportunity of efficiency 

optimization in all-PSCs. Further investigation revealed that favorable BHJ morphology 

with proper phase separation and vertical gradient distribution were enabled by NOE10, 

which is the main reason for the impressive device performance. Moreover, 

NOE10-based all-PSCs demonstrated excellent long-term stabilities and thermal 

stabilities, exhibiting superiority relative to other high-efficiency solution processed 

organic photovoltaics. Overall, the results obtained in this work not only provide an 

effective strategy for morphology and efficiency optimization of all-PSCs, but also 
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suggest the outstanding potential of all-PSCs for future technological applications. 

Glass 
ITO

PEDOT:PSS

BHJ Active layer

PFN-Br

AgAg Ag

Figure 1. The chemical structures of the donor and acceptor polymers, and the device 
architecture of all-PSCs employed in this study. 

� RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design, Synthesis, and Characterization of NOEx 

Our design for new polymer acceptors is based on N2200, which is a widely used 

n-type polymer due to its high electron affinity and electron mobility.14 Different molar 

percentages of OE chain modified NDI unit were used as the third monomer in the 

copolymerization reaction, affording four polymers NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, and NOE30 

(Figure 1). These four polymers contain the same conjugated main chain to ensure 

efficient electron transport, while the OE side chains were anticipated to fine tune 

miscibility and morphology of the polymer:polymer blend films. The synthetic route 

(Figure S1, Supporting Information) and detailed procedures for the preparation of the 

four polymers are described in the Supporting Information. The polymers were 

synthesized by Stille cross-coupling polymerization from three monomers, 

4,9-dibromo-2,7-bis(2-octyldodecyl)benzo[lmn][3,8]phenanthroline-1,3,6,8(2H,7H)-tet
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raone (NDIBr-C8C12), 

4,9-dibromo-2,7-di(2,5,8,11-tetraoxatridecan-13-yl)benzo[lmn][3,8]phenanthroline-1,3,6,

8(2H,7H)-tetraone (NDIBr-OE), and 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2′-bithiophene 

(2ThSn) with corresponding feed ratios. The resulting products can be readily dissolved 

at room temperature in common organic solvents, such as chloroform (CF), 

chlorobenzene (CB), and 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB). Gel permeation chromatography 

(GPC) measurements in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 150 °C showed that the polymers have 

similar number average molecular weights (Mn) of ~80 kDa and polydispersity index 

(PDI) of ~2.0; see Table 1 and Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. Introducing OE 

side chains has little influence on solubilities and molecular weights of the resulting 

polymers, thereby ensuring a fair comparison for their performance in all-PSCs. 

The optical absorption properties of the acceptor polymers (NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, 

and NOE30), the donor polymer PBDT-TAZ, and the corresponding blend films were 

recorded via UV−vis−NIR absorption spectroscopy. The resulting spectra are shown in 

Figure 2a and Figure S3 (Supporting Information), and relevant data are listed in Table 1. 

Introducing OE side chains leads to negligible changes relative to the fully alkylated 

reference polymer NOE0. All polymers show absorption peaks at 707 and 393 nm, with 

onsets at ~850 nm, leading to optical band gaps (Eg
opt) estimated to be 1.46 eV. The 

absorption coefficients of all acceptor polymers are similar (Figure S3c, Supporting 

Information), suggesting that the OE side chains have little influence on the light 

absorption of the materials. Considering the narrow bandgap of the acceptor polymers, 

a wide bandgap polymer (PBDT-TAZ) was selected as the electron donor for all-PSCs,16 
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to maximize the light harvesting ability of the blends (Figure 2a and Figure S3b in the 

Supporting Information). 

Figure 2. (a) The optical absorption spectra of PBDT-TAZ, NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, and 
NOE30 in films; (b) energy levels of PBDT-TAZ, NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, and NOE30. 

Table 1. Molecular weights, optical properties, and energy levels of the donor and 

acceptors polymers. 

Polymers 
Mn 

[kDa] 
PDI 

λmax
a) 

[nm] 

λonset
a) 

[nm] 

Eg
opt, b)

[eV] 

Eox 

[V] 

Ere 

[V] 

EHOMO
c)

[eV] 

ELUMO
d)

[eV] 

PBDT-TAZ 29 2.5 586, 544 641 1.93 0.83 –1.53 –5.35 –2.99

NOE0 84 1.8 707, 393 847 1.46 1.26 –0.62 –5.78 –3.90

NOE10 83 2.0 707, 393 850 1.46 1.29 –0.61 –5.81 –3.91

NOE20 97 2.4 707, 393 852 1.46 1.30 –0.54 –5.82 –3.98

NOE30 78 2.3 707, 393 852 1.46 1.31 –0.45 –5.83 –4.07
a)In films; b)Eg

opt = 1240/λonset; 
c)EHOMO = –[4.80 – EFerrocene + Eox]; 

d)ELUMO = –[4.80 – 
EFerrocene + Ere], EFerrocene = 0.28 V. 

Electrochemical properties were investigated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) (Figure 

S3d, Supporting Information). Relevant data from these studies are listed in Table 1, and 

the resulting estimated energy diagram of the polymers is depicted in Figure 2b. The 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the OE chains-containing polymers 

(around –5.80 eV) are close to that of NOE0. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) of the acceptor polymers are slightly lowered by introducing OE side chains as 
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compared to the reference polymer NOE0, which might be due to the weak 

electron-donating effect of the OE side chains to the polymer backbone.15a Each 

PBDT-TAZ:NOEx combination has sufficient energy offsets (>0.3 eV) for efficient 

exciton dissociation at donor:acceptor interfaces.18 

Contact angle measurements were performed to examine the surface energies of 

the films.19 The relevant images are shown in Figure S4 (Supporting Information) and 

the parameters are summarized in Table S1.20 By adding more OE chains onto the 

acceptor polymer, both the water contact angle and oil contact angle become smaller 

due to the amphiphilicity of OE chains. As a result, introducing more OE chains leads to 

enhanced contributions from dispersion force but reduced contributions from polar 

force for the polymer surface energies. Overall, the surface energies of the three OE 

chain-containing polymers are very similar among each other, but are greatly higher 

than the reference polymer NOE0. Flory−Huggins interaction parameter χdonor,acceptor 

representing the interaction between the polymer donor and polymer acceptor is a 

critical evaluation index for polymer:polymer miscibility.21 A low χdonor,acceptor value 

means good polymer:polymer miscibility, while a high χdonor,acceptor value tends to trigger 

phase separation in blend films. Estimates for χdonor,acceptor can in principle be derived 

using the empirical equation of χdonor,acceptor = K(������� − ���		
����)
2, where K is a

constant, γdonor and γacceptor are the surface energies of the neat films of donor polymer 

and acceptor polymer, respectively.21d As shown in Table S1, the three OE 

chain-containing polymers lead to similar (������� − ���		
����)
2 values in blends,

which are caused by their similar surface energies.  However, the (�������  − 
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���		
���� )2 values are reduced significantly from 0.051 for the reference polymer

acceptor NOE0 to ≈0.020 for the OE chain-containing polymers, suggesting that the OE 

chain-containing polymers are more miscible with PBDT-TAZ than NOE0. One can 

therefore expect the phase separation in polymer:polymer blends to be modified by 

introducing OE side chains on the acceptor polymer. More detailed discussion on the 

morphology of all-polymer blends will be given in the following parts. 

Photovoltaic Properties 

Bulk heterojunction all-PSCs based on the donor polymer PBDT-TAZ and the 

NOEx polymer acceptors were fabricated with a device structure of 

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PBDT-TAZ:NOEx/PFN-Br/Ag. The device performance for 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 was firstly optimized in donor:acceptor weight 

ratio while keep other conditions constant, which suggested an optimal ratio of 2:1 for 

the both blends. The PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend was further optimized in terms of 

amount, and type of solvent additive, and thermal annealing at different temperatures 

to maximize the PCE. The blend films that spin-coated from a solvent mixture of 

chloroform with 2% diphenyl ether in volume and further annealed at 160 °C for 5 min 

before depositing metal electrode gave the best device performance. These optimal 

conditions established on PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 were then extended to other 

donor:acceptor blends, and the results from different fabricating conditions are shown 

in Table S2 in the Supporting Information. Solar cells of PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 with a inverted structure of ITO/ZnO/active layer/MoO3/Ag were 

also tested, which all produced poorer results (Table S3). Current density–voltage (J–V) 
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curves and external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of the best devices for each 

polymer acceptor are shown in Figure 3a and 3b. Champion device results, average 

values, and standard deviations of device statistics from twelve independent devices for 

each acceptor polymer are listed in Table 2. 

The PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 solar cell shows a PCE of 6.8% with a Voc of 0.86 V, Jsc of 11.4 

mA cm−2, and FF of 0.69, consistent with the reported results from similar active layer.8b 

Compared to the PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 solar cell, the performance of PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 

solar cell is significantly enhanced and achieves a PCE of 8.1% with a higher Jsc of 12.9 

mA cm−2, and an FF of 0.75. To the best of our knowledge, this FF is among the highest 

values reported for all-PSCs, approaching the highest FF of 0.80 attained with 

fullerene-based PSCs.5i,17 The PBDT-TAZ:NOE20 solar cell also offers a PCE of 7.3%, 

associated with a Jsc of 11.9 mA cm−2 and an impressive FF of 0.73. The 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE30 solar cell shows a modest PCE of 6.1% as a result of lower Voc and Jsc 

values. Notably, the Voc of the all-PSCs decreased slightly upon introducing OE side 

chains onto the acceptor polymers, which agrees with expectations as a result of 

differences in LUMO levels. Considering the similar absorption coefficients of the four 

blend films (Figure S3c, Supporting Information), the significantly higher Jsc and FF of 

the NOE10-based all-PSCs are most reasonably attributed to optimization of the BHJ 

morphology. To further demonstrate the potential of NOE10 for all-PSCs, the widely 

used donor polymer PCE10 was also selected to fabricate all-PSCs. As shown in Figure S5 

and Table S4 (Supporting Information), the PCE10:NOE10 solar cells show a PCE of 

6.4%, which is higher than the PCE10:NOE0 based device (with a PCE of 5.1%). Hence, 
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NOE10 shows a broad applicability to match different polymer donors. Altogether, these 

results demonstrate that NOE10 is a promising alternative to the commercial polymer 

N2200 for the fabrication of all-PSCs. 

Figure 3. (a) Current density–voltage characteristics of the all-PSCs under AM1.5G 
illumination at 100 mW cm−2; (b) EQE spectra of the corresponding all-PSCs devices. 

Table 2. Photovoltaic properties of the all-PSCs under AM1.5G illumination at 100 mW 
cm–2. 

Active layera) 
Voc

b)
 

[V] 

Jsc
b)

 

[mA cm–2] 

Jsc, EQE
c)

[mA cm–2] 
FFb) PCEb)

[%] 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 
0.86 

(0.86 ± 0.01) 

11.4 

(11.2 ± 0.2) 
10.8 

0.69 

(0.69 ± 0.02) 

6.8 

(6.8 ± 0.1) 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 
0.84 

(0.84 ± 0.01) 

12.9 

(12.4 ± 0.5) 
12.2 

0.75 

(0.75 ± 0.01) 

8.1 

(7.9 ± 0.2) 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE20 
0.83 

(0.83 ± 0.01) 

11.9 

(11.8 ± 0.1) 
11.5 

0.73 

(0.72 ± 0.01) 

7.3 

(7.1 ± 0.2) 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE30 
0.82 

(0.82 ± 0.01) 

10.7 

(10.4 ± 0.3) 
10.4 

0.69 

(0.70 ± 0.01) 

6.1 

(6.0 ± 0.1) 
a)The active layers were optimized with a donor:acceptor weight ratio of 2:1 and 
spin-coated from a solvent mixture of chloroform with 2% diphenyl ether in volume and 
further annealed at 160 °C for 5 min before electrode deposition; b)The average values 
and standard deviation of device statistics from 12 devices are listed in the parentheses; 
c)photocurrents obtained by integrating the EQE curves. 

The EQE spectra of the all-PSCs are shown in Figure 3b. The all-PSCs show broad 
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photo-response over the spectral region from 300 to 850 nm, which is consistent with 

the absorption of the blend films. The EQE curves also suggest photocurrent 

contributions from both donor and acceptors polymers. EQEs peaked at ≈550 nm 

mainly originate from electron transfer from PBDT-TAZ to the polymer acceptors, and 

the EQEs peaked at ≈710 nm are attributed to hole transfer from the polymer acceptors 

to PBDT-TAZ. The photocurrents obtained by integrating the EQE curves are slightly 

lower than the Jsc measured from the J–V curves with a mismatch within 5%. Similar to 

N2200, the low absorption coefficient of NOEx in low energy region limit the EQEs and 

the Jsc in solar cells. Further research toward higher PCEs of all-PSCs should thus focus 

on improving the absorption coefficient in near infrared region, such as adding a narrow 

bandgap polymer with intense light absorption to form ternary solar cells. 

Charge Generation, Transport, and Recombination 

Photoluminescence (PL) quenching experiments were conducted to investigate 

photoinduced charge transfer processes at the donor/acceptor interfaces. Pure films of 

PBDT-TAZ, NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, NOE30, and the four corresponding blend films 

were excited at 530 nm to study electron transfer from excited PBDT-TAZ to acceptor 

polymers and at 710 nm to study hole transfer from excited acceptor polymers to 

PBDT-TAZ. As shown in Figure S6a (Supporting Information), PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 shows 

a PL quenching efficiency (96%) that is higher than for the other three blends (76% for 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE0, 90% for PBDT-TAZ:NOE20, and 90% for PBDT-TAZ:NOE30), 

suggesting the most efficient electron transfer from the excited donor to NOE10. When 

excited at 710 nm, the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 film also shows a higher PL quenching 
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efficiency (89%) (83% for PBDT-TAZ:NOE0, 81% for PBDT-TAZ:NOE20, and 81% for 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE30; Figure S6b in the Supporting Information), suggesting the most 

efficient hole transfer from the excited acceptor to NOE10. The most efficient electron 

and hole transfer efficiencies in the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend film agree well with the 

highest EQE and Jsc in all-PSCs. 

We then studied the exciton dissociation probability P(E,T) of the solar cells.22 

Figure 4a shows the photocurrent density (Jph, Jph = JL − JD, where JL and JD are the light 

and dark current density, respectively) versus effective voltage (Veff, Veff = Vo − Va, where 

Vo is the voltage when Jph is equal to 0, and Va is the applied bias voltage) of the all-PSCs. 

The P(E,T) is defined by normalizing Jph with the saturation photocurrent density (Jsat). 

Under short-circuit conditions, the all-PSCs show P(E,T) values over 93%, suggesting 

efficient exciton dissociation for all devices. The highest P(E,T) value of 96% was 

produced by NOE10-based device, consistent with the highest Jsc and EQE of the 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 devices. It is worth pointing out that the difference in P(E,T) for the 

various devices is small, so the differences in Jsc and EQE are probably rather 

determined by charge recombination than by generation. 

Figure 4. (a) Photocurrent density (Jph) versus effective voltage (Veff) curves of the 
all-PSCs; (b) light intensity dependence of Jsc of the all-PSCs; (c) light intensity 
dependence of Voc of the all-PSCs. 
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The device performance, especially Jsc and FF, is also greatly affected by charge 

transport and recombination. The charge carrier mobility in pure acceptors and their 

blend films were thus measured from single carrier devices by fitting the J–V data to a 

space-charge-limited current model. The results are summarized in Table S5 

(Supporting Information). In pure polymer films, the four NOEx polymers exhibit 

similar electron mobilities (μe) of ≈4.0 × 10–5 cm2 V–1 s–1. After blended with PBDT-TAZ, 

the NOE10-, NOE20-, and NOE30-based blend films exhibit μe of 1.6, 1.5, and 1.2 × 10–4 

cm2 V–1 s–1, respectively, which are considerably higher than the NOE0-based film (5.7 × 

10–5 cm2 V–1 s–1). Additionally, the four blend films show very similar hole mobilities (μh) 

in a range from 2.1 × 10–4 to 1.5 × 10–4 cm2 V–1 s–1. Correspondingly, the μe/μh ratios for 

NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, and NOE30 blend films are 0.3, 1.0, 0.9, and 0.8, respectively. 

The optimally balanced electron/hole transport in the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend 

contributes to the highest FF and Jsc in solar cells 

Charge recombination mechanisms of the all-PSCs were examined through 

measurements of the light intensity dependence of the Jsc and Voc. The correlation of the 

Jsc and the light intensity (Plight) obeys the power–law Jsc ∝ Plight
α, where α is an 

exponential factor that should be equal to 1 if the bimolecular recombination of the 

device is negligible.23 As shown in Figure 4b, α values from the fitted line for the 

all-PSCs based on NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, and NOE30 are 0.97, 1.00, 0.99, and 1.00, 

respectively, indicating negligible bimolecular recombination in these devices. The 

slope of Voc versus ln(Plight) curve reflects the property of charge recombination at open 
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circuit condition. The slope will be 1.0kT/q when bimolecular recombination is 

dominant, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature.23 As shown in 

Figure 4c, the all-PSCs based on NOE0, NOE10, NOE20, and NOE30 exhibit a slope of 

1.32kT/q, 1.52kT/q, 1.56kT/q, and 1.57kT/q, respectively. These observations suggest that 

the OE chain-containing acceptor polymers can reduce bimolecular recombination in 

all-PSCs. 

To evaluate the efficiency of collected carriers per incident absorbed photon upon 

introducing OE chains onto polymer acceptor, the internal quantum efficiencies (IQEs) 

of the PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 solar cells were calculated from their 

EQEs and the total fraction of absorbed photons, which was determined from the 

wavelength dependent refractive index and extinction coefficients followed by optical 

modelling of the entire device stack. As shown in Figure 5, the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 solar 

cell shows higher IQEs than PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 cell in the main absorption range of 

400−700 nm, suggesting that the absorbed photons are more efficiently converted into 

free charge carriers in NOE10-based device. For both blends, the contributions of the 

PBDT-TAZ and NOEx to the IQE are similar, evidencing both components provide 

equal contributions to photocurrent after absorbing light. 
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Figure 5. Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 based devices (solid lines), EQE curves of the two devices (dash 

lines), and absorption of the two blend films (short dot lines). The peaks in the IQEs at 

~640 nm are possibly due to an underestimation of the fraction absorbed photons. 

Morphology 

The structural order of pure and blended thin films were investigated by grazing 

incidence wide-angle x-ray diffraction (GIWAXS) method. The 2D diffraction images 

and line-cut profiles are shown in Figure S8 (Supporting Information). These studies 

show that both PBDT-TAZ and the NOE polymer series take a preferred face-on 

orientation relative to the substrate. PBDT-TAZ showed a (100) diffraction peak in the 

in-plane direction at ~0.25 Å. The crystal coherence length (CCL) obtained by use of the 

Scherer equation yielded a value of 12.1 nm. Notably, for the NOE polymer series the 

relative crystallinity decreases as the content of hydrophilic OE side chain increases. 

NOE0 shows a quite sharp (100) diffraction at ~0.25 Å, with a CCL of 41.8 nm. 
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Introducing hydrophilic side chains leads to a reduction of (100) peak intensity and 

full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM). NOE10, NOE20, and NOE30 yield CCLs of 36.9, 

27.3, and 14.6 nm, respectively. The sharp peak at 0.45 Å in the in-plane direction was 

assigned to the (001) plane of NOE polymer series. Thus quite rigid backbone and 

well-ordered side chains can be resolved. It should also be noted that adjacent to this 

peak comes the (200) diffraction from NOE polymers, which decreases in intensity as 

the hydrophilic side chain content increases. Pi-pi stacking features can be well-resolved 

in the out of plane direction. PBDT-TAZ shows a diffraction peak at 1.73 Å, while the 

NOE polymer series shows diffraction peaks at 1.62 Å. BHJ thin films (Figure 6) show 

diffraction features that are a combination of features characteristic of PBDT-TAZ and 

the NOE polymer series. The similar position of (100) diffraction from donor and 

acceptor polymers made it difficult to evaluate the crystal coherence length of each 

species. Yet the overall FWHM gradually increased from PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 to 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE30 blends (size change from 32 to 21 nm). The well-developed (001) 

peak from NOE polymers indicated that they form good ordered structures in blends. 

The correlation length of (001) peak was estimated to be 30–40 nm for PBDT-TAZ:NOE 

blends, which reduces slightly with more hydrophilic OE side chains. Thus good chain 

alignment in solid-state packing is expected. Weak (300) diffractions were seen from 

NOE polymers, and thus the good crystallinity and crystal quality should form the 

framework of phase-separated structure in BHJ blends. The pi-pi stacking of BHJ 

blended film is located at 1.66–1.68 Å, which summarized packing features from both 

donor and acceptor polymers. It should be noted that PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blends show 
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the smallest packing at 1.66 Å, indicating the highest contribution from NOE10 

polymers, and thus best structural order for acceptor polymers in BHJ blends. 

Figure 6. GIWAXS of PBDT-TAZ:NOEx BHJ films. Diffraction patterns (a), and line-cut 

profiles (b) (solid line: out-of-plane line-cut profiles; dotted line: in-plane line-cut 

profiles). 

The morphology of the active layers was studied by transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), see Figure 7. Films based on NOE0 and NOE10 blends show 
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whiskers with diameters of tens of nanometers and lengths of hundreds of nanometers, 

which are roughly aligned radially, as expected from centrifuge force of spin coating. 

NOE20 based blend films showed blurred whiskers, and these features became not 

obvious for NOE30 based blends. These whiskers showed size scales similar to NOE 

polymers by GIWAXS characterizations. These ordered structures are favorable to 

efficient charge transport in blend films, and thus contribute to the excellent FF and 

higher Jsc in all-PSCs device. Moreover, such blend morphology is also in favor of 

long-term stability of the devices, which will be discussed later. TEM images also 

showed aggregated species with different color depth with roughly 100 nm 

phase-separated length scales. These features were observed in resonant soft x-ray 

scattering (RSoXS) experiment (Figure S9, Supporting Information) with diffuse humps. 

NOE10 and NOE20 based blends showed the least scattering intensity, which indicates 

better film uniformity. Such a feature added to whiskers morphology can be used to 

explain the improved device performance with the novel polymer acceptors. 

Figure 7. TEM images of the PBDT-TAZ:NOEx blend films based on NOE0 (a1,a2), 

NOE10 (b1,b2), NOE20 (c1,c2), and NOE30 (d1,d2), respectively. The scale bar is 200 nm 

for a1, b1, c1, and d1, and 50 nm for a2, b2, c2, and d2. 
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The importance of the nano whisker morphology in PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blends were 

further revealed by photoinduced force microscopy (PiFM).24 By imaging at the 

characteristic Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) wavenumber corresponding to 

absorption peaks of donor and acceptor materials, PiFM showed better resolution power 

to spatially map nanoscale patterns of specific chemical components in blend films.5c,25 

As shown in Figure S10 (Supporting Information), we selected the absorption peak at 

1758 cm−1 in FTIR for PBDT-TAZ imaging and the peak at 1668 cm−1 for NOE0 and 

NOE10 imaging in PiFM measurements. As shown in Figure 8a1 and 8b1, when 

selectively imaged at 1758 cm−1 by PiFM, PBDT-TAZ phase was highlighted, which 

homogenously distributes over the entire films, forming a good hole transporting media. 

Figure 8a2 and 8b2 present the selective imaging of the blend films at 1668 cm−1, where 

NOE polymer acceptors were highlighted. Figure 8a3 and 8b3 display the combinations 

of the PiFM images at 1758 and 1668 cm−1 for PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and PBDT-TAZ:NOE10, 

respectively. PiFM images with a large length scale demonstrated in Figure 8a4 and 8b4 

revealed nano whiskers with diameters of tens of nanometers and length of hundreds of 

nanometers. Moreover, in NOE10-based blends these nano whiskers were better 

separated with less agglomerated bundles. Thus there are more internal interfaces for 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blends, giving rise to improved Jsc. It is thus clear that NOE10 can 

lead to the formation of not only more proper phase separation in all-polymer blends 

but also more crystalline polymer fibers with more clear grain boundaries, which 

ultimately contribute to enhanced charge transport and solar cell performance. 
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Figure 8. PiFM images of the two blend films. (a1) PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and (b1) 
PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 imaged at 1758 cm−1; (a2) PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and (b2) 
PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 imaged at 1668 cm−1; (a3) PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and (b3) 
PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 by combining the images mapped at 1758 and 1668 cm−1; (a4) 
PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and (b4) PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 imaged at 1668 cm−1 with larger length 
scale. The scale bars are shown in each picture.  

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a sensitive surface analytical technique, 

which can be used to determine the elemental composition of the samples as function 

of depth. As shown in Figure S11 (Supporting Information), the counts of 13C and 16O in 

the PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend films were recorded over sputtering 

time. In the two blend films, we can probe relative vertical phase distribution using the 

16O/13C count ratios as oxygen element is characteristic for the acceptor polymers. Figure 

8a shows the 16O/13C count ratios for PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and PBDT-TAZ:NOE10, which 

were calculated from Figure S11a and S11b (Supporting Information), respectively. In 

order to make an accurate comparison, a curve of (16O/13C) × 1.2 count ratio was used for 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 because, statistically, the oxygen population of NOE10 is 1.2 times 

that of NOE0. Within the first 40 nm depth range of the blend films, the 16O/13C ratios 
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of PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 are higher than the (16O/13C) × 1.2 ratios of PBDT-TAZ:NOE0, 

indicating that NOE10 is more prone to be enriched at the active layer surface compared 

to NOE0. Conversely, for the last 40 nm depth range of the blend films, the 16O/13C 

ratios of PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 are lower than the  (16O/13C) × 1.2 ratios of 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE0, suggesting NOE10 is less enriched at the bottom of the active layer 

than NOE0. In this case, the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend shows more proper vertical phase 

distribution with the device structure of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/active layer/PFN-Br/Ag, 

which ultimately facilitates charge extraction and reduces charge recombination; 

features that combine to produce a higher FF and Jsc. Combined with TEM images, PiFM 

results, and SIMS analysis, we can establish three-dimensional microstructure 

schematics of the PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 and PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blends (Figure 9b and 9c), 

which describe the polymer ordering, phase separation and vertical phase gradation of 

the two blend films. 

Figure 9. (a) 19F/16O counts ratios in the two blend films over thickness; (b) schematic 

illustration of PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 blend film; (c) schematic illustration of 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend film. 
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Device Stability 

It has been previously established that a BHJ morphology with high miscibility of 

donor phase and acceptor is beneficial to achieve high device stability.26 We thus expect 

that PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 blend will exhibit improved device stability in all-PSCs. 

Accordingly, device stabilities of the PSCs made from the same donor PBDT-TAZ but 

different acceptors of NOE0, NOE10, PCBM, and ITIC were tested and are compared in 

Figure 10a and S12 (Supporting Information). NOE0 (N2200), PCBM, and ITIC have 

been widely used as electron acceptors for organic photovoltaics. Devices were stored in 

nitrogen-filled glovebox at room temperature under dark conditions. The performances 

of these devices upon different storage time are shown in Figure S12 (Supporting 

Information). After 400 hours storage under dark conditions, the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 

device retains 95% of its initial PCE. In contrast, PBDT-TAZ:NOE0 device retains 85% of 

its initial PCE after 200 hours, and PBDT-TAZ:ITIC and PBDT-TAZ:PCBM retain less 

than 70% of their initial PCE after 100 hours. These results clearly demonstrate the 

superiority of NOE10 over other electron acceptors in device stability. 

Further, the device stability of PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 was compared with two highly 

efficient solar cells PBDB-T:ITIC27a and PCE11:PCBM27b under continuous thermal aging. 

The normalized device performances of these solar cells with 65 °C thermal aging are 

shown in Figure 10b, and the detailed device parameters (Voc, Jsc, and FF) are provided 

in Figure S14 (Supporting Information). After 300 hours continuous thermal aging at 

65 °C, the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 device retains >97% of its initial PCE without burn-in 

efficiency loss at all. The burn-in free feature of PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 device can be 
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attributed to its stable blend morphology.26b However, the PBDB-T:ITIC and 

PCE11:PCBM devices show significant burn-in efficiency losses with less than 80% of 

their initial PCEs being retained after 300 hours aging for PBDB-T:ITIC device and 100 

hours aging for PCE11:PCBM device. Overall, the all-PSCs based on NOE10 show 

excellent storage lifetime and thermal stability. In particular, the PBDT-TAZ:NOE10 cell 

exhibits much better thermal stability than state-of-the-art fullerene- and small 

molecular non-fullerene-based solar cells, demonstrating a significant advantage of 

NOE10 as a promising electron acceptor for practical applications of polymer solar cells. 

Figure 10. (a) Normalized PCE for storage lifetime of the solar cells made from the same 

donor polymer PBDT-TAZ but different acceptors (NOE0, NOE10, PCBM, and ITIC) in 

nitrogen-fill glovebox under dark; (b) normalized device performance based on 

PBDT-TAZ:NOE10, PBDB-T:ITIC, and PCE11:PCBM over the 65 °C thermal aging time in 

the dark. 

� CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we synthesized a series of NDI-based conjugated polymers (NOEx) 

modified with different contents of OE chains with the intention to fine-tune the 
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morphology and nanostructures of the resulting polymer:polymer BHJ blends. With 10% 

of OE side chains, NOE10 shows an increase of miscibility with polymer donor 

compared to NOE0, which renders the NOE10-based blend film with improved polymer 

packing, nano-phase separation, and vertical phase gradation. As a result, the best 

all-PSCs based on the NOE10 show a PCE of 8.1% with a Jsc of 12.9 mA cm−2 and a record 

high FF of 0.75. Relevant to practical applications, the all-PSCs based on NOE10 show 

excellent storage lifetime and thermal stability with >97% of the initial PCE after 300 

hours aging at 65 °C. Indeed, NOE10 offers higher device performance than the 

commercial acceptor polymer N2200 when blended with different donor polymers. Our 

work demonstrates an effective strategy for forming optimal blend film morphology for 

all-PSCs, and also shows the excellent potential of NOE10 as an alternative to 

commercial acceptor polymer for future technological applications. 
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